
Today more people are travelling than ever before.

Why is this the case?

What are the benefits of travelling for the traveler?

   Travelling has becoame more and more common these days, people have been 
traveling for different business and leisure goals lately.  In this essay, I will explore 
the main reasons of this phenomenon and also name some advantages of it. 

   In the first place, transportation improvement has made any displacement 
easier than that could be imagined before. People can go wherever they want 
through various transportation instruments/vehicles like cars, trains, buses and 
most importantly airplanes. Traveling between different continents was like a 
dream before, which came true after innovating aircrafts. Furthermore, there are 
a lot of international businesses working around the world in this modern era, 
hence a numerous business trips as a mission. In addition, a lot of people work in 
industrial places which are mostly out of town,. therefore, they need an internal 
journey to reach at work each day. On the other hand, as the number of travel 
agencies is growing daily, there are more economic deals available, which are 
affordable for almost everyone, so the larger groups will attempt to travel.

    As a result of this increase, many undeniable merits have showed up. First of 
all, the world became has become more identical. Previously, each country had its 
own culture and traditions. People were not aware of other cultures existence, so 
if they had any fault in their beliefs or rules, since they had no chance to interact 
with other countries, they were never be able to recognize that. Also, there are 
no longer boundaries limitations for international corporations,. they can easily 
trade with other countries and travel around for any business meeting. Due to 
these changes, businesses are flourishing and the world economy is booming.

   In conclusion, there has been a substantial enhancements in travelling facilities 
in today’s world, which not only helps the people to communicate easier around 
the globe, but also has an essential influence on boosting the worldwide 
economic level.


